Cluster-cluster aggregation controlled by the number of intercluster connections: kinetics of aggregation and cluster mass frequency.
The aggregation of colloids in the presence of hydrodynamic forces was investigated, employing a numerical model that took into account the masses of the individual clusters and the number of intercluster connections established when two clusters stuck together. The number of possible connections was determined by analyzing all the possible nonoverlapping configurations of stuck clusters. This operation was done for a couple of clusters of various masses, taking into account the assembly of clusters of even and uneven masses. The formulation of the constraints established a certain hierarchy in the sticking on a basis compatible with the irregular fracture model of Horwatt and co-workers. As a result, the permanent sticking of large clusters required the formation of a large number of connections, whereas that of small clusters might be realized even with a small number of connections. Thus, the aggregation started with the features of the standard reaction-limited process and this cluster growth became progressively inhibited as a result of the prevailing effects of the connection constraints. The cluster-mass frequency showed the emergence at least of a second population whose bell-shaped mass distribution was superimposed on the monotonically decreasing distribution resulting from the reaction-limited aggregation process. The results of the numerical study were confronted with those previously obtained in the aggregation of hydrated polystyrene latex particles dispersed in 1 M sodium chloride solution. The two striking features--the aggregate growth kinetics and the mass distribution function--were common to the computer-generated clusters and the latex aggregates.